served structures is shown by comparing a through-focal series of observed and calculated images. It is shown for the first time that HREM combined with computer modeling employing realistic empirical potentials can decipher with great accuracy the structure of boundaries containing multiple atomic species. For some special grain boundaries structural information has been acquired using x-ray diA'raction [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] which has been a ubiquitous approach to probing crystal structures of elements and compounds.
Notwithstanding, this
method is difficult to apply to interfaces since the strength of the signal from these regions is extremely small and the determination of exact atomic positions is not unambiguous [6] [7] [8] .
On the other hand, high-resolution electron microscopy Recently, such a synergistic approach to the characterization of grain-boundary structures has been applied in pure metals [10, 11] . However, it has never been employed in the case of alloys where the aim is not only to decipher the atomic positions but also to determine the chemical nature of the atoms. In this paper we report the first such combined HREM and theoretical study for the case of a grain boundary in copper containing a high concentration of segregated bismuth. The boundary is the 2=3 (I I I)/(111) boundary formed by the reversible faceting induced by the segregation of Bi [12] [13] [14] . In pure copper this is a symmetrical tilt boundary with the rotation axis [110], i.e. , the twin boundary. Such boundaries are ideally suited for HREM analysis since the boundary plane does not deviate from the [1 1 1 j plane and it can thus be maintained parallel to the electron beam.
The calculation of the boundary structure has been made using lV-body potentials of the Finnis-Sinclair type [15] , analogous to the embedded-atom method [16] . These were constructed using the approach proposed by Ackland and Vitek [17] , and with the help of ab initio electronic structure calculations employing the full-potential linear-mu5n-tin-orbital method [18] . The [19] for details). The calculated images are presented in the right column of Fig. 1 . The following are the most important features of the images which are clearly visible in both the experimental and calculated images.
In the first image, the boundary consists of a centered row of discrete light contrast with a slight asymmetry of the contrast of the first pure Cu planes bounding the interface. In the second image, the boundary appears as a ladder structure with streaking present between the atom contrast within the interface. In the third image, the boundary again consists of light contrast centered in the boundary although it tends to be more streaked than in the first image. In the fourth image, it is seen that the (200) fringes terminate adjacent to dark contrast in the boundary.
This degree of match in the image series is strong evidence for the very high accuracy with which the structure has been predicted theoretically. Furthermore, the calculated expansion, i.e. , the rigid-body displacement of the two grains across the boundary, is, within the experimen- 
